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Estimating Functional Connectivity by
Integration of Inherent Brain Function
Activity Pattern Priors
Zhiyuan Zhu, Zonglei Zhen, Xia Wu, Member, IEEE, and Shuo Li, Member, IEEE,
Abstract—Brain functional connectivity (FC) has shown great potential in becoming biomarkers of brain status. However, the problem
of accurately estimating FC from complex-noisy fMRI time series remains unsolved. Usually, a regularization function is more
appropriate in fitting the real inherent properties of the brain function activity pattern, which can further limit noise interference to
improve the accuracy of the estimated result. Recently, the neuroscientists widely suggested that the inherent brain function activity
pattern indicates sparse, modular and overlapping topology. However, previous studies have never considered this factual
characteristic. Thus, we propose a novel method by integration of these inherent brain function activity pattern priors to estimate FC.
Extensive experiments on synthetic data demonstrate that our method can more accurately estimate the FC than previous. Then, we
applied the estimated FC to predict the symptom severity of depressed patients, the symptom severity is related to subtle abnormal
changes in the brain function activity, a more accurate FC can more effectively capture the subtle abnormal brain function activity
changes. As results, our method better than others with a higher correlation coefficient of 0.4201. Moreover, the overlapping probability
of each brain region can be further explored by the proposed method.
Index Terms—Functional connectivity, sparse inverse covariance estimation, sparse overlapping modularized priors, depression
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RAIN functional connectivity (FC), which is established from a complete resting-state blood oxygen leveldependent (BOLD) time series, can be regarded as the functional relations between brain regions [1], [2]. As restingfMRI without tasks considered to be more suitable for the
impaired cognitive patients, a series of studies have used
the whole-brain FC that esti-mated from resting-fMRI to
detect abnormal connec-tivity, which is used as a way to
differentiate brain disorder patients from healthy subjects
[3], [4], [5], [6]. Current researchers have invested a great
deal of energy in advancing the clinical applications of
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), mainly because many brain mental diseases is closely associated with
dysfunction of multiple specific brain regions and FC has
showed great potential in becoming biomarkers of brain
status [7]. Thus, an accurate characterization of FC will
support research in cognitive neuroscience and help identify
abnormal functional activity in brain mental diseases [8].
FC is conventional represented by a matrix of Pearsons
correlation coefficients. However, this method is rough because of low signal-to-noise ratio of fMRI, its also sensitive
to the effects of common inputs, very high correlation will be
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found even between two ROIs that are not directly connected if both ROIs strongly interact with common input from a
third region. This distinction is crucial for understanding the
underlying connectivity structure of the brain [9]. Although
expanding the quantity of data can reduce the impact of
noise and improve the stability of the results, the high cost of
imaging often restricts studies to small numbers of subjects.
Hence, using statistical power to improve FC estimation
performance is currently a major concern for overcoming
this problem.
Under these circumstances, graph construction models
have provided a better way for capturing complex dependencies among random variables. The random variables are
represented by an undirected graph G = (V, E), where V is
a node set in which the nodes are defined as brain regions
of interest (ROIs) and E is an edge set determined by the
correlation between nodes BOLD time series recorded by
fMRI. This can be equivalently described by an edge adjacency matrix Θ . It usually contains data-fitting terms and
regularized terms. For example, inverse covariance matrix
(ICM, also called the precision matrix) estimated with an ℓ1 regularizer by graph construction models has been shown
to be a more promising statistical method than conventional
Pearson correlation for eliminating the effects of common
input signals and noise [10], [11]. This is mainly because the
off-diagonal elements of a computed ICM have one-to-one
correspondence with partial correlations, avoiding spurious
effects in the graph modelling [12]. The ℓ1 -regularizer will
result in sparse estimated results, which can force spurious
and noisy connections to a value of zero; thus, all other connections can be better estimated and easier to be interpreted
[13], [14].
In graph construction framework, a regularized term is
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generally used for recovering good estimation performance
despite the scarcity of data [15]. Additionally, in FC estimation scenario, such a term can further encode biological of
physical prior knowledge into the graph construction. For
instance, studies have shown that the activation pattern of
brain neurons is sparse [16], Huang et al., used the Gaussian graphical Model with an ℓ1 regularization, also called
graphical lasso (GL), to estimate FC by constructing a sparse
graph [17]. It could characterize the sparse brain functional structure and detect the weak connections, which can
serve as biomarkers of Alzheimers disease. Furthermore,
under the same assumption, to overcome the difference
of each subjects sparse structure under the same group,
Varoquaux et al. developed a group graphical lasso (GGL)
model with an ℓ21 regularization for constraining inherent
randomness by using group time-series data [18]. Recently,
to characterize the modularized connection structure that
has been found in large-scale brain networks [19], Qiao et al.
proposed a graph construction model with sparse low-rank
(SLR) regularized terms to estimate a sparse modularized
FC structure to keep consistent with real brain functional
structures [20].
However, in recent neuroimaging studies, neuroscientists have widely suggested that the brain includes multiple
concurrent functional modules, they overlap spatially and
interact with each other during specific task performance
to jointly realize overall brain function [21], [22], [23], [24].
Although this important property also exists in many realworld networks, previous studies have never considered
this important characteristic when modeling the complex
probabilistic relationships of FC. The modular subtraction
paradigms owing to spatial averaging may make the overlapping modules of neurons subserving different functions
go unnoticed [25], [26]. Intuitively, we hypothesize that
incorporating a spatially overlapping modularized prior in
graph construction model may capture an additional dimension of information in brain function, thus enhancing the
accurate expression of brain function patterns. We note that
although the sparsity assumption can effectively improve
the accuracy of FC estimation, the sparsity only focusing on
each brain region as an individual and as a member of only
one module. The advantage of overlapping modularized
assumption has never been considered, which would be
short comprehensive to learn the inherent FC.
Considering given this prior knowledge that the model
is much closer to the distribution of inherent brain function
activity pattern, a data-driven graph construction approach
can more effectively estimate inherent FC from such a
knowledge-based prior. As the inherent brain function activity pattern indicates sparse, modular and overlapping topology, in this paper, we proposed a novel graph construction
model to estimate FC by integration of sparse over-lapping
modularized priors. In particular, the main contributions of
the proposed integration of sparse overlapping modularized (SOM) method are as follows: (1) on synthetic fMRI
datasets with overlap-ping modules, it has the ability to
accurately estimate FC, outperforming the existing models.
(2) experimental results on real fMRI datasets show that the
FC estimated by our method can characterize the brain more
effectively than the estimates from cur-rent models, which
significantly improves the capacity for prediction of brain

2

mental disease severity; and (3) hub nodes usually perform
information interactions across multiple modules, the overlapping prior can automatically learn the overlapping probability of each brain region, and this would help to identify
the regions which tend to play central roles in the functional
mechanisms of the brain. The source codes of our model will
be released at: https://github.com/badyuandd/SOM2.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the
Method section, we first show an overview and then present
a typical architecture of the graph construction model. Based
on this, we introduce our proposed method and the process
of convex optimization. In Experiments and Results section,
the evaluation is carried out on two synthetic datasets and
one real depression dataset. The synthetic datasets that have
the ground truth are the purpose of verifying estimation
accuracy. The real depression dataset aims to investigate
whether it is possible to estimate the difference of intrinsic
brain function with known differences in behavior, thereby
better facilitating the prediction task of depressive symptom
severity.

2
2.1

METHOD
Overview

Let us suppose that the brain has been parcellated into p
ROIs, let {x1 , x2 , ..., xp } ∈ Xt , where Xt ∈ Rp , t = 1, 2, ...,
b determines the conditional
n time points. The estimated Θ
independence probabilistic relationships of the p variables,
which can be seen as an FC network graph between each
b is
pair between the i th and j th ROI if element (i, j) of Θ
nonzero.
As in the toy example shown in Fig. 1(a), the FC built
by the conventional method may have a large number of
spurious connections (grey points), which may be misidentified by some types of mixed complex noises. Once applied to each element independently, as shown in Fig. 1(b),
the sparse regularization resulted in a smaller number of
connections, which can make the real inherent FC results
more robust. However, as in the toy example shown in Fig.
1(b), merely having sparse regularization is not enough,
because the real connections are sometimes eliminated as
well. Qiao et al. introduced low-rank regularization which
prompt strong modular organization, as shown in Fig. 1(c).
Due to the low signal-to-noise ratio of fMRI signals, a
priori information in a large-scale multivariate statistical
model is much closer to the inherent situation of the brain
and this can help to estimate the optimized FC more accurately. Current cognitive science generally believes that
brain function is not only modular, but also multiple concurrent functional modules that overlap spatially and interact
with each other. To encourages the modules to overlap
freely, we added another regularized term which ensures
that elements in overlapping area are more likely to be
retained, as shown in Fig. 1(d). The modules can be overlapped freely just purely learnt by a data-driven approach.
Thus, according to setting the tuning parameters of the
regularized terms, the model can learn the optimal FC
purely by a data-driven approach, as shown in Fig. 1(e).
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Fig. 1. The intuition of estimating optimized FC by integrating of the sparse overlapping modularized prior.

Fig. 2. Integration of the sparse overlapping modularized prior to estimate brain functional connectivity from fMRI signals. (a) shows the signal to be
used for estimating FC. (b) shows the theory of the sparse overlapping modularized prior in the FC estimating framework. (c) shows the estimated
b iteratively. To denote the symmetrical FC network, a symmetry mechanism Θ
b = (Θ
b +Θ
b T )/2 was further carried out
results by learning Z and Θ
to achieve a symmetric network.

2.2 Estimating FC by integration of the sparse overlapping modularized prior
We attempt to introduce the sparse overlapping modularized prior into the graph construction model for estimating
FC network. The framework of the proposed FC estimating
method is illustrated in Fig. 2. The preprocessed restingstate fMRI images from individuals were first registered
to a standard space and aligned with a human brain atlas
which defines anatomical brain ROIs and reduces the signal
dimension to p. Then, each ROIs signal was extracted by
averaging the signals for all the voxels within an ROI at
each time point. The parameter K determines the number of
modules. Then, the proposed SOM prior method can jointly
optimize to learn the FC graph and module overlapping
conditions by a data-driven approach. The learnt sparse
ICM and module assignment matrix represent the estimated
FC graph and brain network modules overlapping conditions, respectively. As the proposed method is based on the
graph construction model with a sparse prior, this section
will first provide a brief description of the sparse graph
construction method, which is a state-of-the-art method for
estimating a well-conditioned sparse ICM. Details of our
proposed will be introduced later.
∑−1
Note that
∈ p × p represents the ICM, we aim

to learn a well-conditioned symmetric sparse ICM that
represents the probabilistic relationships between each pair
of ROIs from the n time-point observations. To address this
problem, two representative strategies with an ℓ1 regularization were generally introduced for computing the sparse
ICM, namely, maximum likelihood estimation and linear
regression model.
The corresponding model of the penalized maximum
likelihood estimation can be formulated as:
b = arg min(SΘ) − log det Θ + λ∥Θ∥
Θ
1

(1)

Θ≥0

b is an estimator of ∑−1 , S denotes the
where the solution Θ
empirical covariance matrix, λ is set to a non-negative value
to control the strength of the ℓ1 regularization that applied to
the elements of Θ . A quadratic inverse covariance method
can be used to efficiently solve Eq. (1) [27].
The linear regression model as in lasso to estimate sparse
ICM can be formulated as:
∑p
∑
∑
b = arg min
Θ
(||xi −
θij xj ||2 + λ
|θij |)
Θ

i=1

j̸=i

j̸=i

(2)
b when all the p compowe can get the optimal solution Θ
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nents in the sum expression reach their minimum points.
Each sub-problem can be deemed as a traditional ℓ1 minimization problem. Eq. (2) can also be re-written as:
b = arg min ∥Xt − Xt Θ∥2 + λ∥Θ∥
Θ
F
1

(3)

√
τ = β/ K following [29], which respectively constraints
that each variable is allowed to reach half of its largest
possible squared norm and there would be K non-empty
modules at least.

Θ

all the ROIs share the same regularized parameter λ, ℓ1
regularization forces the matrix structure to become sparse,
which can be effective in removing redundant or spurious
connections. Various software packages, such as Liu‘s SLEP
can be used to solve the problem [28]. In this paper, we
employ the latter for integration of the overlapping modularized prior.
Recent neuroimaging studies have widely suggested that
brain functional activity is organized with a spatially overlapping modularized structure; that is, an ROI can simultaneously belong to multiple modules. Addressing this issue,
the current study utilized prior knowledge regarding the
inherent connectivity structure, aiming to exhibit the specific
connectivity structure and estimate the inherent FC more
accurately. Based the sparse modularized prior proposed
by Qiao et al., we further incorporated sparse overlapping
modularized prior to allow for overlap between brain modules in FC estimation, thus, our proposed method can be
summarized as the following objective function:
Θ,Z

To solve our proposed formulation defined by Eq. (5), we
utilize the gradient descent and dual optimization method
to learn Θ and Z iteratively.
Update Θ with Z fixed. When fixing Z , we can deduce
the following formula:
∑
b = arg min ∥Xt − Xt Θ∥2 + λ1 ∥Θ∥ +
Θ
Λi,j |θij | (6)
F
∗
(i,j)

Θ

T

where Λi,j =λ2 (1−(ZZ )ij ), the last term can be seen as the
ℓ1 -regularized matrixed regression with edge-specific sparse
regularization parameters Λi,j , then Eq. (6) is equivalent
to estimating sparse ICM by incorporating a modularized
prior. This can be solved by an existing solution in [20].
Update Z with Θ fixed. When Θ is fixed, problem (2)
becomes:

maximize tr(ZZ T |Θ|)
subject to ∥Z∥2 ≤ τ, ∥Zi ∥2 ≤ 1, ∥Z∥F ≤ β

(4)

(7)

maximize tr(W |Θ|)

Eq. (4) can also be re-written as:

subject to rank(W ) ≤ K, W ≤ τ 2 I,

b = arg min ∥Xt − Xt Θ∥2 + λ1 ∥Θ∥
Θ
F
∗
Θ,Z
∑
+
λ2 (1 − (ZZ T )ij ) |θij |

diag(W ) ≤ 1, tr(W ) ≤ β 2

i,j

subject to ∥Z∥2 ≤ τ, ∥Zi ∥2 ≤ 1, ∥Z∥F ≤ β

Optimization

this overlapping-submatrix regularized formula was first
proposed by Hosseini et al. Here we introduced it into
our graph construction model. Eq. (7) is equivalent to the
following:

b = arg min ∥Xt − Xt Θ∥2 + λ1 ∥Θ∥
Θ
F
∗

+ λ2 (∥Θ∥1 − tr(ZZ T |Θ|))
subject to ∥Z∥2 ≤ τ, ∥Zi ∥2 ≤ 1, ∥Z∥F ≤ β

2.3

(5)

where λ1 and λ2 are non-negative tuning parameters. As
shown in Fig. 2(b), Z is a real matrix of size p × K , where
K is the total number of modules. Z provides the variables
assignment information in each K module, each variable
can be freely assigned to multiple modules, which promotes
a result with overlapping mechanisms. The i th row of Z ,
denoted by Zi , can be regarded as the variable xi in a lowrank embedding, which shows its probability of belonging
to each module. Thus, ZZ T would index the regions covered by all K modules. If there exists similar embedding
between xi and xj , the weakening to ℓ1 regularization
would weaken the sparsity between them, which would
encourage |θij | to be nonzero. Thus, if a variable appears
in multiple modules, this working mechanism will allow
these modules to achieve overlap.
Matrix Z , an estimator that provides dependent information, belongs to the set D ⊂ [−1, 1]p×K , which also satisfies the following constraints: (1) ∥Zi ∥2 ≤ 1. This constraint
ensures that each (i, j) elements regularization parameter
is non-negative. (2) ∥Z∥F ≤ β . This global constraint on
Z prevents all regularization parameters from becoming
zero (∀i, j : (ZZ T )ij = 1). (3) ∥Z∥2 ≤ τ . This constraint
also guards against the case that all variables are assigned
√
to one module. In our experiments, we set β =
p/2,

(8)

where W is a p × p matrix, K is the number of modules,
I is the identity matrix of p. Problem (8) is a semi-defined
problem, and a method proposed by Hosseini et al. can be
used to solve the convex optimization problem with respect
to W [29].
c and Θ
b after the
We can obtain the optimal solution W
algorithm converges; then, the module assignment matrix Z
c:
van be construct from W
√
(9)
Z=U D
where U ∈ Rp×K is a matrix with columns containing K
c corresponding to the largest eigenvalues
eigenvectors of W
and D ∈ RK×K is a diagonal matrix of the corresponding
eigenvalues.
2.4

Tuning parameter selection

Considering the regularization parameters λ1 and λ2 control
the sparse overlapping modularized conditions, different
parameters will result in different estimated results of FC.
Therefore, finding the optimal parameters is critical for the
estimation result.
Our estimating model defined in Eq. (5) involves
three tuning parameters: the coefficients of two regularization terms λ1 , λ2 , and the number of modules K . A grid search method is performed for a series of values. In our experiments, for each regularization parameter, we used candidate values from the set
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Algorithm 1 Estimating FC by integration of the sparse
overlapping modularized prior
Input: Xt , t = 1, 2, ..., n; parameters λ1 and λ2 ; number of
modules K .
b ; module assignment maOutput: Estimated FC matrix Θ
trix Z .
1: initial Θ, Z , W = ZZ T ;
2: while not converge do
3:
Update W with Θ fixed by using Eq.(8);
4:
Compute Λi,j with W fixed;
5:
Update Θ by using Eq.(6);
6: end while
c by using Eq.(9)
7: Compute Z with W
8: final ;
b and Z ;
9: return Θ

”0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9,1,2,4,8,16,32”. For the number of modules in simulated data, we used candidate values
from the set ”3,4,5”. In real data, referring to previous
research that it is most reasonable to parcellate the cerebral
cortex into seven network modules [30], thus, we selected
candidate values from the set ”5,6,7,8,9,10”.
In simulated data experiments, λ1 , λ2 and K are all hyper-parameters, we evaluate the result based on the
learned graph with the optimal regularization parameter.
For each type of the generated data, half of them were
used for training, the other were used for testing. The
parameters with the best performance on training dataset
were used as the optimal regularization parameters for the
testing dataset. In real human brain data experiments, we
hypothesize that the functional network structure of the
human brain should be generally consistent, namely, the
number of human brain modules should be the same, so K
is a preset parameter for all subjects. For each subject, only
λ1 and λ2 are hyper-parameters. Following [31], the regularization parameters for each subject were set by minimizing
the root mean square distance between individual subjects’
estimating graph and their unregularized group average.

3

5

activity changes. If SOM obtains a better predictive result,
it means that the proposed method can more accurately
express the real inherent FC and has a greater ability to find
biomarkers related to depressive lesions.
For all the experiments, we used the three state-of-the-art
methods, GL, GGL, SLR as competitors. Their regularization
parameters were set in the same way as the SOM that shown
in section 2.4.
漑a漒

漑b漒

漑c漒

漑d漒

漑e漒

漑f漒

Fig. 3. (a) the ground truth of the correlation matrix; (b) the binarized
view of the ground truth;(c)-(f) the estimated FC graphs on the selfconstructed simulated data by different method.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this work, the proposed SOM method is evaluated
through both synthetic and real resting-state fMRI datasets.
The synthetic datasets that have the ground truth can be
used to verify the accuracy of the estimation result. Furthermore, on a real depression dataset, we explore to verify
whether SOM can more better estimate the inherent FC
and improve feature extraction. We apply the estimated
FC by SOM to predict the levels of depressive severity at
individual levels. Major depressive disorder (MDD) is one
of the most common psychiatric illnesses, affecting many
people, it is characterized by depressed mood and diminished interests, and it is associated with deficits in functional
connectivity [32], [33]. Establishing a better relationship
between the levels of depressive severity and FC conditions will significantly contribute to understanding brain
functional mechanisms in the treatment of MDD. As the
levels of depression are related to subtle abnormal changes
of the brain function activity, a more accurate FC can be
more sensitive to capture the subtle abnormal brain function

3.1

Synthetic data

Self-constructed simulated data: A simulated data that incorporates with sparse, modular and overlapping topological structure were intuitively set up. Similar to [34], we used
the function mvrnorm() from the library MASS of the statistical computing and graphics software R (http://www.rproject.org) to generate random time series as our simulated
resting-state fMRI. The multivariate distribution conditions
of the generated time series were determined by the userspecified mean vector and covariance matrix. To get close to
the real conditions, the mean vectors were obtained from real human data time series based on the Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL) atlas, not including the cerebellum.
As a result, a ninety-dimensional time series of 300 points
with added thermal white noise of standard deviation 1%
(of mean signal level) were obtained. The ground truth of
the correlation matrix that contains overlapped modules
is shown in Fig. 3(a). Currently, we mainly focus on the
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TABLE 1
ACCURACY AND F1-SCORE RESULTS ON SELF-CONSTRUCTED
SIMULATED DATA.

Methods

GL

GGL

SLR

SOM

Accuracy

0.5914

0.5691

0.5365

0.6422

F1-score

0.5749

0.5262

0.4989

0.6317

Methods

estimation of the sparse structure, so the binarized ground
truth showed in Fig.3(b) was used.
Open simulated data: An open standard simulated dataNetSim was used to verify the validity of our model [35].
Data in NetSim were generated using dynamic causal modelling – a generative network model aimed at quantifying
the interaction and dynamics between neurons. NetSim is
comprised of 28 brain networks, and each network contains
different levels of complexity to simulate rich and realistic
fMRI time series, for example, high or low dimensionality,
stronger connections, and more connections.
Simulation results: The ground truth in synthetic data
is sparse. However, the Pearson correlation (PC) method
does not have the characteristics of obtaining sparse results;
therefore, we did not conduct PC for comparison. In the
experiment, we used the same method as [36] to evaluate
the estimation results on simulated data; that is, we evaluate the correctness of the connected elements. For each
estimation result, binary views were used for presentation
and statistics. As our ground truth and the estimated results
were all sparse, we regarded the connection strengths to
be estimated in the experiment as a binary classification
problem. The elements with value as a class and the ones
with null value as the other class. Since it is not enough
to obtain only high precision or recall, two typical indexes,
accuracy and F1 score, were compared.

TP + TN
TP + FN + FP + TN
2 · precision · recall
F 1 − score =
precision + recall
Accuracy =

(10)
(11)

Fig. 3 shows each estimated sparse graph matrix on selfconstructed simulated data. It is easy to observe that the
proposed method best to preserve sparse part and maintains
the inherent outline, which accounts for that the proposed
method has better ability to filter out noise of fMRI and improve the confidence of the estimated FC. Table 1 shows the
estimated accuracy and F1-score results on self-constructed
simulated data.
Table 2 shows the results on NetSim. The proposed
method still maintains the most competitive level with other
state-of-the-art methods. In order to better understand the
performance on each simulation of NetSim, results for each
simulation are detailed in Fig. 4.
3.2

TABLE 2
MEAN ACCURACY AND F1-SCORE RESULTS FOR ALL SIMULATED
DATA ON NETSIM.

Real data analysis

Data acquisition and preprocessing: Real fMRI data were
collected from 75 adult MDD patients (42 females, mean
age 34.84) and 70 healthy controls (HC) (39 females, mean
age 35.2). For MDD patients, the Hamilton anxiety rating

GL

GGL

SLR

SOM

Mean accuracy

0.8881

0.8975

0.7322

0.9339

(Standard deviation)

(0.0655)

(0.0932)

(0.0741)

(0.0503)

Mean F1-score

0.8839

0.8927

0.7154

0.9333

(Standard deviation)

(0.0711)

(0.099)

(0.078)

(0.0512)

scale (HAMA) was recorded to represent the individual
level of depressive severity. All of the resting-state functional imaging scans were acquired on a 3.0-Tesla scanner
(Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) in the National Key Laboratory for Cognitive Neuroscience and Learning, Beijing
Normal University, using a single-shot T2-weighted gradient echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence, with the following
parameters: repetition time (TR) = 2000 ms, echo time (TE)
= 30 ms, flip angle (FA) = 90, matrix size = 64 64, field of
view (FOV) = 220 mm 220 mm, total 240 volumes, slice
thickness = 3.5 mm, skip = 0.6 mm, and slice number =
33. All participants were kept in a resting state, i.e., they
remained quiet without moving, with their eyes closed and
were not allowed to sleep or think during the fMRI scanning
process.
The data preprocessing was performed using SPM8
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) software. Each fMRI scan contained a total of 240 time points, and the first 10
volumes were discarded due to signal stabilization and
the adaptation of subjects to the noise of the scanner.
Subsequently, slicing time correction and realignment, spatial normalization into the standard stereotaxic space, the
image volumes were smoothed using an 8-mm full-width
at-half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel. The brain regions were defined using the AAL atlas, which parcellates
the whole brain, excluding the cerebellum, into 90 nonoverlapping ROIs. For each of the 90 ROIs, the mean restingstate fMRI time series was calculated by averaging the grey
matter-masked BOLD signals among all voxels within the
particular ROI across all subjects.
Prediction framework and feature selection: Our task
is to use the estimated FCs of each depressed subject to
predict their depressive severities to verify the effectiveness
of the proposed method. All elements in the FC matrix
were selected as features, and different levels of depressive
severity were expressed by HAMA scores. The 90 ROIs
would generate 4005 feature dimensions. As the features
greatly exceeded the number of observable subject information and we expected to retain as many predictive contributing features as possible, one widely used method is
ridge regression, which is a linear model and employs an
ℓ2 -norm that assumes equal and independent variance for
all ROIs. Therefore, we applied ridge regression to predict
depression symptoms.
To selected the optimal ℓ2 -norm regularization parameter in the ridge regression model, a nested leave-one-out
cross validation (LOOCV) method was used in the predic-
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Fig. 4. Accuracy (top) and F1-score (down) results for each simulated data on NetSim. The abscissa represents the labels of each simulated data
according to NetSim, which can be seen in [35].

tion framework, which has become a standardized method
in the use of neuroimaging information for human behavior
prediction to estimate prediction accuracy, and the inner
loop is used to determine the optimal parameter selection,
a grid search was employed in ℓ2 -norm regularization parameters. Every element in the estimated FC was extracted
to construct the feature vector for each subject. When the
training process was accomplished, the features (i.e., FC
elements) with a nonzero regression coefficient/weight in
the prediction framework of all outer LOOCV loops can be
deemed as the contributing elements to the prediction of
depression symptoms.

r=0.4201
p<0.001

r=0.3771
p<0.001

r=0.1956
p=0.031

r=0.1831
p=0.031

r=0.2714
p=0.004

r= -0.0027
p=0.513

Fig. 5. Prediction results of SOM method under different values of the
parameter K

Results from real data: Unlike large-scale brain structural modules, brain functional modules exhibiting sponta-

neous dynamic changes during characteristic modulations
in different task conditions [37], therefore we are still not
completely sure how many modules the brain network
specifically includes. The parameter K , which represents the
number of modules, determines the number of columns in
the module assignment matrix Z . The matrix Z with different initialized columns will result in different estimated
sparse FC results. Since we hypothesize that the number
of human brain modules should be generally consistent,
especially in a resting state without performing any cognitive tasks, so K is a preset parameter to be applied to all
subjects in the experiment. Based on the above discussion,
we calculated the prediction results with setting different K
values. Fig. 5 shows the results, where r is the correlation
coefficient between the actual and the predicted, and p
determined the statistical significance by permuting the
class labels and computing the correlation coefficient 1000
times. As shown in the results, the optimal predictive result
was obtained when the number of modules was five, which
indicates that maybe the number of real brain modules is
five. So the results under five modules will be further used
for discussion and display.
As Pearson correlation is the most widely used method,
the FC estimated by the Pearson correlation method was
also used for predicting. The model performance was quantified by the correlation coefficient between predicted and
actual scores of subjects. Fig. 6 (a) shows the results of the
competitive models. The results show that the proposed
measure has the best performance in predicting the levels
of depressive severity is r = 0.4201 (p < 0.001, permutation test), which demonstrates that the sparse overlapping
modularized prior helps to improve the diagnosis.
After the training procedure of the model was accom-
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plished, the features with the best predictive performance
were considered to be the most credible for predicting
significant markers. As SOM method achieved the best
performance, the top 15% contributing elements identified
by the method were selected for display in Fig. 6 (b).

8

significant age or gender difference between MDD patients
and HC (gender: p=0.972, chi-squared test; age: p= 0.87, ttest). For HC, the same condition used to estimate FC in
the depression processing workflow was reused. We then
gathered statistics on the assignment results of each ROI
by all the module assignment matrix Z from MDD and
HC respectively. The result is shown in Fig. 8. The upper
green bars in the chart indicate the extent to which HC’s
overlap probability exceeded MDD’s. We found that the
right supramarginal gyrus (label: 64), the left angular gyrus
(label: 65) and the left middle temporal gyrus (label: 85) had
significantly weaker overlap in MDD patients than in HC.

4

Fig. 6. (a) shows the predicted results of the competitive models and
SOM method, r means the correlation coefficient between actual and
predicted, p means the statistical significance of permutation test; (b)
shows the most strongly contributing edges by SOM method. The thickness of each arc denotes the contributing power of the corresponding
connection. The color of each arc is randomly assigned to aid in visualization.

Validation: As an even stronger test of generalizability,
we employed the estimated FC features to another two predictive regression models. In neuroscience fields, the results
of linear models are the easiest to recognize and explain.
Therefore, an ordinary linear regression (LR) model and a
linear support vector regression (L-SVR) model were also
used to test the stabilization of the proposed SOM method.
We examined the prediction performance across different
regression models. Fig. 7 shows the results.
Difference in overlap probability: Additionally, we can
obtain the situation which modules that each ROI belongs
to from the learned optimal module assignment matrix Z. In
order to find the difference of overlap probability between
MDD patients and HC, the overlapping probabilities of each
ROI for the HC were also computed. Notably, there was no

DISCUSSION

In this study, we presented a graph construction model to
estimate FC by integration of sparse overlapping modularized prior. This proposed data-driven approach utilizes
the prior knowledge that is consistent with the inherent
brain function activity pattern to learn a more accurate FC
structure. We first validated the accuracy of the proposed
method using two synthetic experiments, then investigated
the performance of the estimated FC in characterizing the
status of the brain, the better performance can prove more
potential of our method in biomarker discovery of brain
mental disease.
On the self-constructed simulated data, SOM method
was the top performer, which demonstrated that our
method had the greatest ability to estimate sparse overlapping modularized relationship characteristics of fMRI data.
In detail, Although GL and GGL could estimate the outline,
the sparse parts performed worse, this shows that only
the sparse penalty factor is not feasible in estimating the
sparse overlapping modularized structure. LSR introduces
low-rank constraints to maintain modular structure, but the
overlapping modular information still can’t be represented.
Only SOM not only estimated the outline, the sparse part
is also best preserved, which indicates that our method can
better overcome the noise of fMRI and preserve the inherent
connections.
On open simulated data, Although NetSim does not take
the simulation of overlapping modularized features into
account, the proposed method can still maintain higherlevel performance than that of other state-of-the-art methods. The higher performance in general tasks shows that the
proposed SOM method provides a more appropriate way
to construct sparse brain networks. In Sim9, 11, 12, and 13,
GGL achieved the best performance mainly because these
simulated data contain a common input, GGL integrates
the group information, allowing it to preserve the common
information to overcome unusual individual connections.
Furthermore, we applied the estimated FC to identify
depressive severity. As the levels of depression are related
to subtle abnormal changes in the brain function activity,
a more accurate FC can be more sensitive to capture the
subtle abnormal brain function activity changes. The best
predictive performance verified that sparse brain network
constructed by our method may be much closer to the
inherent reality. As shown in the results, the optimal result
was obtained when the number of modules was five. The
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(a)LR model

r=0.0712
p=0.276

r=0.2210
p=0.037

r=0.1408
p=0.095

r=0.2078
p=0.03

r=0.4193
p<0.001

r=0.0692
p=0.303

r=0.2202
p=0.028

r= -0.0655
p=0.745

r=0.2348
p=0.027

r=0.4182
p<0.001

(b)L-SVR model

Fig. 7. Validation results on another two commonly used regression models, (a) and (b) respectively show the predicted results using LR model and
L-SVR model.

Fig. 8. The overlapping probability of each brain region in MDD patients (orange); The figure shows the brain regions where HC have a higher
overlap probability (green) than MDD patients. The abscissa represents the brain region labels according to the AAL atlas, which can be seen at
http://www.gin.cnrs.fr/en/tools/aal/. The ∗ indicates a significant difference according to Students t-test (p < 0.05).

results show that in the case of the current AAL atlas without the cerebellum, the model with five network modules
are more representative of brain functional organization.
Although a previous study used a clustering algorithm and
parcellated the cerebral cortex into seven network modules
based applying the optimal stability to all subjects [30],
our results are not contradictory. Because our data did
not contain a cerebellum network module. Another main
reason is that the proposed algorithmic mechanism allowed
overlap between modules, while previous studies did not,
which, in turn, led to a reduction in the number of modules.
For the model with the best predictive ability, the connectivity features with a nonzero regression weight in the
model can be deemed relevant to depressive severity. In Fig.
6 (b), many FC elements in the right insula make large contributions to depressive severity, which is consistent with
previous studies showing that activity within the insula
was negatively correlated with both depression severity and
somatic symptom severity in depressed subjects during the
interoceptive attention task [38]. Additionally, FC elements
in the calcarine cortex, cuneus and lingual gyrus also made
large contribution mainly because their nodal centrality
significantly decreased [39].

In the validation experiment, as the results of linear
models are the easiest to explain in neuroscience, another
two classical linear regression models were used to examine
the prediction performance. The optimal results are highly
consistent among the predictive regression models, which
demonstrates the superiority of our approach in combining comprehensive information and distinguishing different
brain states effectively.
As the overlapping prior allows free overlap between
each module, a more overlapping situation means that a
node is more likely to be a hub node and play a central
role in the mechanisms of brain function. Through the comparison results, we find that these brain regions that have
significantly reduced overlap in MDD are highly consistent
with the observations reported in previous studies [40],
[41]. For example, [40] used a discriminant analysis based
on resting-state fMRI data and found that the connections
in the supramarginal gyrus and middle temporal gyrus
module were relatively high-contribution modules, which
means that the two ROIs were relatively important nodes.
[41] investigated depression at the brain circuit level and
found that the right supramarginal gyrus was a main component in the risk circuit. [42] used diffusion tensor imaging
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(DTI) to examine whole-brain structural networks, and they
found that the altered medial temporal structural connectivity was an important factor that caused dysfunction of
mood-regulation systems. As FC is constrained by structural
connectivity to a certain extent, our functional results are
consistent with the structural results.

5

CONCLUSION

FC has been widely recognized as a biomarker in the field
of brain research. Motivated by neuroscientists extensive
suggestions that inherent human brain functional activity
structure presents sparse, modular and spatially overlapping with multiple concurrent patterns, to better encode
the biological of physical prior knowledge, we proposed
a graph construction model to estimate FC by integration
of sparse overlapping modularized prior. Experiments on
synthetic data show that the proposed approach can more
accurately estimate the structure of FC network than other state-of-the-art methods. Furthermore, we applied the
estimated FC to identify levels of depressive severity, the
significantly improved predictive results demonstrate that
the proposed approach has higher discriminative power and
more effective than other competitive methods. Moreover,
the overlapping conditions of each brain ROI can also be
learnt by the overlapping prior in a data-driven manner,
which can help to explore the hub ROIs. Our work indicates
that the sparse overlapping modularized prior shows great
potential in biomarker discovery of brain mental disease,
and may provide insights for better understanding the
mechanisms of brain function to move toward a more
biologically meaningful brain connectome.
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Estimating Functional Connectivity by
Integration of Inherent Brain Function
Activity Pattern Priors
Zhiyuan Zhu, Zonglei Zhen, Xia Wu, Member, IEEE, and Shuo Li, Member, IEEE,
Abstract—Brain functional connectivity (FC) has shown great potential in becoming biomarkers of brain status. However, the problem
of accurately estimating FC from complex-noisy fMRI time series remains unsolved. Usually, a regularization function is more
appropriate in fitting the real inherent properties of the brain function activity pattern, which can further limit noise interference to
improve the accuracy of the estimated result. Recently, the neuroscientists widely suggested that the inherent brain function activity
pattern indicates sparse, modular and overlapping topology. However, previous studies have never considered this factual
characteristic. Thus, we propose a novel method by integration of these inherent brain function activity pattern priors to estimate FC.
Extensive experiments on synthetic data demonstrate that our method can more accurately estimate the FC than previous. Then, we
applied the estimated FC to predict the symptom severity of depressed patients, the symptom severity is related to subtle abnormal
changes in the brain function activity, a more accurate FC can more effectively capture the subtle abnormal brain function activity
changes. As results, our method better than others with a higher correlation coefficient of 0.4201. Moreover, the overlapping probability
of each brain region can be further explored by the proposed method.
Index Terms—Functional connectivity, sparse inverse covariance estimation, sparse overlapping modularized priors, depression
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I NTRODUCTION

1

B

RAIN functional connectivity (FC), which is established from a complete resting-state blood oxygen leveldependent (BOLD) time series, can be regarded as the functional relations between brain regions [1], [2]. As restingfMRI without tasks considered to be more suitable for the
impaired cognitive patients, a series of studies have used
the whole-brain FC that esti-mated from resting-fMRI to
detect abnormal connec-tivity, which is used as a way to
differentiate brain disorder patients from healthy subjects
[3], [4], [5], [6]. Current researchers have invested a great
deal of energy in advancing the clinical applications of
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), mainly because many brain mental diseases is closely associated with
dysfunction of multiple specific brain regions and FC has
showed great potential in becoming biomarkers of brain
status [7]. Thus, an accurate characterization of FC will
support research in cognitive neuroscience and help identify
abnormal functional activity in brain mental diseases [8].
FC is conventional represented by a matrix of Pearsons
correlation coefficients. However, this method is rough because of low signal-to-noise ratio of fMRI, its also sensitive
to the effects of common inputs, very high correlation will be
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found even between two ROIs that are not directly connected if both ROIs strongly interact with common input from a
third region. This distinction is crucial for understanding the
underlying connectivity structure of the brain [9]. Although
expanding the quantity of data can reduce the impact of
noise and improve the stability of the results, the high cost of
imaging often restricts studies to small numbers of subjects.
Hence, using statistical power to improve FC estimation
performance is currently a major concern for overcoming
this problem.
Under these circumstances, graph construction models
have provided a better way for capturing complex dependencies among random variables. The random variables are
represented by an undirected graph G = (V, E), where V is
a node set in which the nodes are defined as brain regions
of interest (ROIs) and E is an edge set determined by the
correlation between nodes BOLD time series recorded by
fMRI. This can be equivalently described by an edge adjacency matrix Θ . It usually contains data-fitting terms and
regularized terms. For example, inverse covariance matrix
(ICM, also called the precision matrix) estimated with an ℓ1 regularizer by graph construction models has been shown
to be a more promising statistical method than conventional
Pearson correlation for eliminating the effects of common
input signals and noise [10], [11]. This is mainly because the
off-diagonal elements of a computed ICM have one-to-one
correspondence with partial correlations, avoiding spurious
effects in the graph modelling [12]. The ℓ1 -regularizer will
result in sparse estimated results, which can force spurious
and noisy connections to a value of zero; thus, all other connections can be better estimated and easier to be interpreted
[13], [14].
In graph construction framework, a regularized term is
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generally used for recovering good estimation performance
despite the scarcity of data [15]. Additionally, in FC estimation scenario, such a term can further encode biological of
physical prior knowledge into the graph construction. For
instance, studies have shown that the activation pattern of
brain neurons is sparse [16], Huang et al., used the Gaussian graphical Model with an ℓ1 regularization, also called
graphical lasso (GL), to estimate FC by constructing a sparse
graph [17]. It could characterize the sparse brain functional structure and detect the weak connections, which can
serve as biomarkers of Alzheimers disease. Furthermore,
under the same assumption, to overcome the difference
of each subjects sparse structure under the same group,
Varoquaux et al. developed a group graphical lasso (GGL)
model with an ℓ21 regularization for constraining inherent
randomness by using group time-series data [18]. Recently,
to characterize the modularized connection structure that
has been found in large-scale brain networks [19], Qiao et al.
proposed a graph construction model with sparse low-rank
(SLR) regularized terms to estimate a sparse modularized
FC structure to keep consistent with real brain functional
structures [20].
However, in recent neuroimaging studies, neuroscientists have widely suggested that the brain includes multiple
concurrent functional modules, they overlap spatially and
interact with each other during specific task performance
to jointly realize overall brain function [21], [22], [23], [24].
Although this important property also exists in many realworld networks, previous studies have never considered
this important characteristic when modeling the complex
probabilistic relationships of FC. The modular subtraction
paradigms owing to spatial averaging may make the overlapping modules of neurons subserving different functions
go unnoticed [25], [26]. Intuitively, we hypothesize that
incorporating a spatially overlapping modularized prior in
graph construction model may capture an additional dimension of information in brain function, thus enhancing the
accurate expression of brain function patterns. We note that
although the sparsity assumption can effectively improve
the accuracy of FC estimation, the sparsity only focusing on
each brain region as an individual and as a member of only
one module. The advantage of overlapping modularized
assumption has never been considered, which would be
short comprehensive to learn the inherent FC.
Considering given this prior knowledge that the model
is much closer to the distribution of inherent brain function
activity pattern, a data-driven graph construction approach
can more effectively estimate inherent FC from such a
knowledge-based prior. As the inherent brain function activity pattern indicates sparse, modular and overlapping topology, in this paper, we proposed a novel graph construction
model to estimate FC by integration of sparse over-lapping
modularized priors. In particular, the main contributions of
the proposed integration of sparse overlapping modularized (SOM) method are as follows: (1) on synthetic fMRI
datasets with overlap-ping modules, it has the ability to
accurately estimate FC, outperforming the existing models.
(2) experimental results on real fMRI datasets show that the
FC estimated by our method can characterize the brain more
effectively than the estimates from cur-rent models, which
significantly improves the capacity for prediction of brain

2

mental disease severity; and (3) hub nodes usually perform
information interactions across multiple modules, the overlapping prior can automatically learn the overlapping probability of each brain region, and this would help to identify
the regions which tend to play central roles in the functional
mechanisms of the brain. The source codes of our model will
be released at: https://github.com/badyuandd/SOM2.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the
Method section, we first show an overview and then present
a typical architecture of the graph construction model. Based
on this, we introduce our proposed method and the process
of convex optimization. In Experiments and Results section,
the evaluation is carried out on two synthetic datasets and
one real depression dataset. The synthetic datasets that have
the ground truth are the purpose of verifying estimation
accuracy. The real depression dataset aims to investigate
whether it is possible to estimate the difference of intrinsic
brain function with known differences in behavior, thereby
better facilitating the prediction task of depressive symptom
severity.

2

METHOD

2.1 Overview
Let us suppose that the brain has been parcellated into p
ROIs, let {x1 , x2 , ..., xp } ∈ Xt , where Xt ∈ Rp , t = 1, 2, ...,
b determines the conditional
n time points. The estimated Θ
independence probabilistic relationships of the p variables,
which can be seen as an FC network graph between each
b is
pair between the i th and j th ROI if element (i, j) of Θ
nonzero.
As in the toy example shown in Fig. 1(a), the FC built
by the conventional method may have a large number of
spurious connections (grey points), which may be misidentified by some types of mixed complex noises. Once applied to each element independently, as shown in Fig. 1(b),
the sparse regularization resulted in a smaller number of
connections, which can make the real inherent FC results
more robust. However, as in the toy example shown in Fig.
1(b), merely having sparse regularization is not enough,
because the real connections are sometimes eliminated as
well. Qiao et al. introduced low-rank regularization which
prompt strong modular organization, as shown in Fig. 1(c).
Due to the low signal-to-noise ratio of fMRI signals, a
priori information in a large-scale multivariate statistical
model is much closer to the inherent situation of the brain
and this can help to estimate the optimized FC more accurately. Current cognitive science generally believes that
brain function is not only modular, but also multiple concurrent functional modules that overlap spatially and interact
with each other. To encourages the modules to overlap
freely, we added another regularized term which ensures
that elements in overlapping area are more likely to be
retained, as shown in Fig. 1(d). The modules can be overlapped freely just purely learnt by a data-driven approach.
Thus, according to setting the tuning parameters of the
regularized terms, the model can learn the optimal FC
purely by a data-driven approach, as shown in Fig. 1(e).
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used for estimating FC. (b) shows the theory of the sparse overlapping modularized prior in the FC estimating framework. (c) shows the estimated
b iteratively. To denote the symmetrical FC network, a symmetry mechanism Θ
b = (Θ
b +Θ
b T )/2 was further carried out
results by learning Z and Θ
to achieve a symmetric network.

2.2 Estimating FC by integration of the sparse overlapping modularized prior
We attempt to introduce the sparse overlapping modularized prior into the graph construction model for estimating
FC network. The framework of the proposed FC estimating
method is illustrated in Fig. 2. The preprocessed restingstate fMRI images from individuals were first registered
to a standard space and aligned with a human brain atlas
which defines anatomical brain ROIs and reduces the signal
dimension to p. Then, each ROIs signal was extracted by
averaging the signals for all the voxels within an ROI at
each time point. The parameter K determines the number of
modules. Then, the proposed SOM prior method can jointly
optimize to learn the FC graph and module overlapping
conditions by a data-driven approach. The learnt sparse
ICM and module assignment matrix represent the estimated
FC graph and brain network modules overlapping conditions, respectively. As the proposed method is based on the
graph construction model with a sparse prior, this section
will first provide a brief description of the sparse graph
construction method, which is a state-of-the-art method for
estimating a well-conditioned sparse ICM. Details of our
proposed will be introduced later.
∑−1
Note that
∈ p × p represents the ICM, we aim

to learn a well-conditioned symmetric sparse ICM that
represents the probabilistic relationships between each pair
of ROIs from the n time-point observations. To address this
problem, two representative strategies with an ℓ1 regularization were generally introduced for computing the sparse
ICM, namely, maximum likelihood estimation and linear
regression model.
The corresponding model of the penalized maximum
likelihood estimation can be formulated as:
b = arg min(SΘ) − log det Θ + λ∥Θ∥
Θ
1

(1)

Θ≥0

b is an estimator of ∑−1 , S denotes the
where the solution Θ
empirical covariance matrix, λ is set to a non-negative value
to control the strength of the ℓ1 regularization that applied to
the elements of Θ . A quadratic inverse covariance method
can be used to efficiently solve Eq. (1) [27].
The linear regression model as in lasso to estimate sparse
ICM can be formulated as:
∑p
∑
∑
b = arg min
Θ
(||xi −
θij xj ||2 + λ
|θij |)
Θ

i=1

j̸=i

j̸=i

(2)
b when all the p compowe can get the optimal solution Θ
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nents in the sum expression reach their minimum points.
Each sub-problem can be deemed as a traditional ℓ1 minimization problem. Eq. (2) can also be re-written as:
b = arg min ∥Xt − Xt Θ∥2 + λ∥Θ∥
Θ
F
1

(3)

√
τ = β/ K following [29], which respectively constraints
that each variable is allowed to reach half of its largest
possible squared norm and there would be K non-empty
modules at least.

Θ

all the ROIs share the same regularized parameter λ, ℓ1
regularization forces the matrix structure to become sparse,
which can be effective in removing redundant or spurious
connections. Various software packages, such as Liu‘s SLEP
can be used to solve the problem [28]. In this paper, we
employ the latter for integration of the overlapping modularized prior.
Recent neuroimaging studies have widely suggested that
brain functional activity is organized with a spatially overlapping modularized structure; that is, an ROI can simultaneously belong to multiple modules. Addressing this issue,
the current study utilized prior knowledge regarding the
inherent connectivity structure, aiming to exhibit the specific
connectivity structure and estimate the inherent FC more
accurately. Based the sparse modularized prior proposed
by Qiao et al., we further incorporated sparse overlapping
modularized prior to allow for overlap between brain modules in FC estimation, thus, our proposed method can be
summarized as the following objective function:
Θ,Z

To solve our proposed formulation defined by Eq. (5), we
utilize the gradient descent and dual optimization method
to learn Θ and Z iteratively.
Update Θ with Z fixed. When fixing Z , we can deduce
the following formula:
∑
b = arg min ∥Xt − Xt Θ∥2 + λ1 ∥Θ∥ +
Θ
Λi,j |θij | (6)
F
∗
(i,j)

Θ

T

where Λi,j =λ2 (1−(ZZ )ij ), the last term can be seen as the
ℓ1 -regularized matrixed regression with edge-specific sparse
regularization parameters Λi,j , then Eq. (6) is equivalent
to estimating sparse ICM by incorporating a modularized
prior. This can be solved by an existing solution in [20].
Update Z with Θ fixed. When Θ is fixed, problem (2)
becomes:

maximize tr(ZZ T |Θ|)
subject to ∥Z∥2 ≤ τ, ∥Zi ∥2 ≤ 1, ∥Z∥F ≤ β

(4)

(7)

maximize tr(W |Θ|)

Eq. (4) can also be re-written as:

subject to rank(W ) ≤ K, W ≤ τ 2 I,

b = arg min ∥Xt − Xt Θ∥2 + λ1 ∥Θ∥
Θ
F
∗
Θ,Z
∑
+
λ2 (1 − (ZZ T )ij ) |θij |

diag(W ) ≤ 1, tr(W ) ≤ β 2

i,j

subject to ∥Z∥2 ≤ τ, ∥Zi ∥2 ≤ 1, ∥Z∥F ≤ β

Optimization

this overlapping-submatrix regularized formula was first
proposed by Hosseini et al. Here we introduced it into
our graph construction model. Eq. (7) is equivalent to the
following:

b = arg min ∥Xt − Xt Θ∥2 + λ1 ∥Θ∥
Θ
F
∗

+ λ2 (∥Θ∥1 − tr(ZZ T |Θ|))
subject to ∥Z∥2 ≤ τ, ∥Zi ∥2 ≤ 1, ∥Z∥F ≤ β

2.3

(5)

where λ1 and λ2 are non-negative tuning parameters. As
shown in Fig. 2(b), Z is a real matrix of size p × K , where
K is the total number of modules. Z provides the variables
assignment information in each K module, each variable
can be freely assigned to multiple modules, which promotes
a result with overlapping mechanisms. The i th row of Z ,
denoted by Zi , can be regarded as the variable xi in a lowrank embedding, which shows its probability of belonging
to each module. Thus, ZZ T would index the regions covered by all K modules. If there exists similar embedding
between xi and xj , the weakening to ℓ1 regularization
would weaken the sparsity between them, which would
encourage |θij | to be nonzero. Thus, if a variable appears
in multiple modules, this working mechanism will allow
these modules to achieve overlap.
Matrix Z , an estimator that provides dependent information, belongs to the set D ⊂ [−1, 1]p×K , which also satisfies the following constraints: (1) ∥Zi ∥2 ≤ 1. This constraint
ensures that each (i, j) elements regularization parameter
is non-negative. (2) ∥Z∥F ≤ β . This global constraint on
Z prevents all regularization parameters from becoming
zero (∀i, j : (ZZ T )ij = 1). (3) ∥Z∥2 ≤ τ . This constraint
also guards against the case that all variables are assigned
√
to one module. In our experiments, we set β =
p/2,

(8)

where W is a p × p matrix, K is the number of modules,
I is the identity matrix of p. Problem (8) is a semi-defined
problem, and a method proposed by Hosseini et al. can be
used to solve the convex optimization problem with respect
to W [29].
c and Θ
b after the
We can obtain the optimal solution W
algorithm converges; then, the module assignment matrix Z
c:
van be construct from W
√
(9)
Z=U D
where U ∈ Rp×K is a matrix with columns containing K
c corresponding to the largest eigenvalues
eigenvectors of W
and D ∈ RK×K is a diagonal matrix of the corresponding
eigenvalues.
2.4

Tuning parameter selection

Considering the regularization parameters λ1 and λ2 control
the sparse overlapping modularized conditions, different
parameters will result in different estimated results of FC.
Therefore, finding the optimal parameters is critical for the
estimation result.
Our estimating model defined in Eq. (5) involves
three tuning parameters: the coefficients of two regularization terms λ1 , λ2 , and the number of modules K . A grid search method is performed for a series of values. In our experiments, for each regularization parameter, we used candidate values from the set
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Algorithm 1 Estimating FC by integration of the sparse
overlapping modularized prior
Input: Xt , t = 1, 2, ..., n; parameters λ1 and λ2 ; number of
modules K .
b ; module assignment maOutput: Estimated FC matrix Θ
trix Z .
1: initial Θ, Z , W = ZZ T ;
2: while not converge do
3:
Update W with Θ fixed by using Eq.(8);
Compute Λi,j with W fixed;
4:
5:
Update Θ by using Eq.(6);
6: end while
c by using Eq.(9)
7: Compute Z with W
8: final ;
b and Z ;
9: return Θ

”0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9,1,2,4,8,16,32”. For the number of modules in simulated data, we used candidate values
from the set ”3,4,5”. In real data, referring to previous
research that it is most reasonable to parcellate the cerebral
cortex into seven network modules [30], thus, we selected
candidate values from the set ”5,6,7,8,9,10”.
In simulated data experiments, λ1 , λ2 and K are all hyper-parameters, we evaluate the result based on the
learned graph with the optimal regularization parameter.
For each type of the generated data, half of them were
used for training, the other were used for testing. The
parameters with the best performance on training dataset
were used as the optimal regularization parameters for the
testing dataset. In real human brain data experiments, we
hypothesize that the functional network structure of the
human brain should be generally consistent, namely, the
number of human brain modules should be the same, so K
is a preset parameter for all subjects. For each subject, only
λ1 and λ2 are hyper-parameters. Following [31], the regularization parameters for each subject were set by minimizing
the root mean square distance between individual subjects’
estimating graph and their unregularized group average.

3

5

activity changes. If SOM obtains a better predictive result,
it means that the proposed method can more accurately
express the real inherent FC and has a greater ability to find
biomarkers related to depressive lesions.
For all the experiments, we used the three state-of-the-art
methods, GL, GGL, SLR as competitors. Their regularization
parameters were set in the same way as the SOM that shown
in section 2.4.
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Fig. 3. (a) the ground truth of the correlation matrix; (b) the binarized
view of the ground truth;(c)-(f) the estimated FC graphs on the selfconstructed simulated data by different method.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this work, the proposed SOM method is evaluated
through both synthetic and real resting-state fMRI datasets.
The synthetic datasets that have the ground truth can be
used to verify the accuracy of the estimation result. Furthermore, on a real depression dataset, we explore to verify
whether SOM can more better estimate the inherent FC
and improve feature extraction. We apply the estimated
FC by SOM to predict the levels of depressive severity at
individual levels. Major depressive disorder (MDD) is one
of the most common psychiatric illnesses, affecting many
people, it is characterized by depressed mood and diminished interests, and it is associated with deficits in functional
connectivity [32], [33]. Establishing a better relationship
between the levels of depressive severity and FC conditions will significantly contribute to understanding brain
functional mechanisms in the treatment of MDD. As the
levels of depression are related to subtle abnormal changes
of the brain function activity, a more accurate FC can be
more sensitive to capture the subtle abnormal brain function

3.1

Synthetic data

Self-constructed simulated data: A simulated data that incorporates with sparse, modular and overlapping topological structure were intuitively set up. Similar to [34], we used
the function mvrnorm() from the library MASS of the statistical computing and graphics software R (http://www.rproject.org) to generate random time series as our simulated
resting-state fMRI. The multivariate distribution conditions
of the generated time series were determined by the userspecified mean vector and covariance matrix. To get close to
the real conditions, the mean vectors were obtained from real human data time series based on the Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL) atlas, not including the cerebellum.
As a result, a ninety-dimensional time series of 300 points
with added thermal white noise of standard deviation 1%
(of mean signal level) were obtained. The ground truth of
the correlation matrix that contains overlapped modules
is shown in Fig. 3(a). Currently, we mainly focus on the
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TABLE 1
ACCURACY AND F1-SCORE RESULTS ON SELF-CONSTRUCTED
SIMULATED DATA.

Methods

GL

GGL

SLR

SOM

Accuracy

0.5914

0.5691

0.5365

0.6422

F1-score

0.5749

0.5262

0.4989

0.6317

Methods

estimation of the sparse structure, so the binarized ground
truth showed in Fig.3(b) was used.
Open simulated data: An open standard simulated dataNetSim was used to verify the validity of our model [35].
Data in NetSim were generated using dynamic causal modelling – a generative network model aimed at quantifying
the interaction and dynamics between neurons. NetSim is
comprised of 28 brain networks, and each network contains
different levels of complexity to simulate rich and realistic
fMRI time series, for example, high or low dimensionality,
stronger connections, and more connections.
Simulation results: The ground truth in synthetic data
is sparse. However, the Pearson correlation (PC) method
does not have the characteristics of obtaining sparse results;
therefore, we did not conduct PC for comparison. In the
experiment, we used the same method as [36] to evaluate
the estimation results on simulated data; that is, we evaluate the correctness of the connected elements. For each
estimation result, binary views were used for presentation
and statistics. As our ground truth and the estimated results
were all sparse, we regarded the connection strengths to
be estimated in the experiment as a binary classification
problem. The elements with value as a class and the ones
with null value as the other class. Since it is not enough
to obtain only high precision or recall, two typical indexes,
accuracy and F1 score, were compared.

TP + TN
TP + FN + FP + TN
2 · precision · recall
F 1 − score =
precision + recall
Accuracy =

(10)
(11)

Fig. 3 shows each estimated sparse graph matrix on selfconstructed simulated data. It is easy to observe that the
proposed method best to preserve sparse part and maintains
the inherent outline, which accounts for that the proposed
method has better ability to filter out noise of fMRI and improve the confidence of the estimated FC. Table 1 shows the
estimated accuracy and F1-score results on self-constructed
simulated data.
Table 2 shows the results on NetSim. The proposed
method still maintains the most competitive level with other
state-of-the-art methods. In order to better understand the
performance on each simulation of NetSim, results for each
simulation are detailed in Fig. 4.
3.2

TABLE 2
MEAN ACCURACY AND F1-SCORE RESULTS FOR ALL SIMULATED
DATA ON NETSIM.

Real data analysis

Data acquisition and preprocessing: Real fMRI data were
collected from 75 adult MDD patients (42 females, mean
age 34.84) and 70 healthy controls (HC) (39 females, mean
age 35.2). For MDD patients, the Hamilton anxiety rating

GL

GGL

SLR

SOM

Mean accuracy

0.8881

0.8975

0.7322

0.9339

(Standard deviation)

(0.0655)

(0.0932)

(0.0741)

(0.0503)

Mean F1-score

0.8839

0.8927

0.7154

0.9333

(Standard deviation)

(0.0711)

(0.099)

(0.078)

(0.0512)

scale (HAMA) was recorded to represent the individual
level of depressive severity. All of the resting-state functional imaging scans were acquired on a 3.0-Tesla scanner
(Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) in the National Key Laboratory for Cognitive Neuroscience and Learning, Beijing
Normal University, using a single-shot T2-weighted gradient echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence, with the following
parameters: repetition time (TR) = 2000 ms, echo time (TE)
= 30 ms, flip angle (FA) = 90, matrix size = 64 64, field of
view (FOV) = 220 mm 220 mm, total 240 volumes, slice
thickness = 3.5 mm, skip = 0.6 mm, and slice number =
33. All participants were kept in a resting state, i.e., they
remained quiet without moving, with their eyes closed and
were not allowed to sleep or think during the fMRI scanning
process.
The data preprocessing was performed using SPM8
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) software. Each fMRI scan contained a total of 240 time points, and the first 10
volumes were discarded due to signal stabilization and
the adaptation of subjects to the noise of the scanner.
Subsequently, slicing time correction and realignment, spatial normalization into the standard stereotaxic space, the
image volumes were smoothed using an 8-mm full-width
at-half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel. The brain regions were defined using the AAL atlas, which parcellates
the whole brain, excluding the cerebellum, into 90 nonoverlapping ROIs. For each of the 90 ROIs, the mean restingstate fMRI time series was calculated by averaging the grey
matter-masked BOLD signals among all voxels within the
particular ROI across all subjects.
Prediction framework and feature selection: Our task
is to use the estimated FCs of each depressed subject to
predict their depressive severities to verify the effectiveness
of the proposed method. All elements in the FC matrix
were selected as features, and different levels of depressive
severity were expressed by HAMA scores. The 90 ROIs
would generate 4005 feature dimensions. As the features
greatly exceeded the number of observable subject information and we expected to retain as many predictive contributing features as possible, one widely used method is
ridge regression, which is a linear model and employs an
ℓ2 -norm that assumes equal and independent variance for
all ROIs. Therefore, we applied ridge regression to predict
depression symptoms.
To selected the optimal ℓ2 -norm regularization parameter in the ridge regression model, a nested leave-one-out
cross validation (LOOCV) method was used in the predic-
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Fig. 4. Accuracy (top) and F1-score (down) results for each simulated data on NetSim. The abscissa represents the labels of each simulated data
according to NetSim, which can be seen in [35].

tion framework, which has become a standardized method
in the use of neuroimaging information for human behavior
prediction to estimate prediction accuracy, and the inner
loop is used to determine the optimal parameter selection,
a grid search was employed in ℓ2 -norm regularization parameters. Every element in the estimated FC was extracted
to construct the feature vector for each subject. When the
training process was accomplished, the features (i.e., FC
elements) with a nonzero regression coefficient/weight in
the prediction framework of all outer LOOCV loops can be
deemed as the contributing elements to the prediction of
depression symptoms.
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Fig. 5. Prediction results of SOM method under different values of the
parameter K

Results from real data: Unlike large-scale brain structural modules, brain functional modules exhibiting sponta-

neous dynamic changes during characteristic modulations
in different task conditions [37], therefore we are still not
completely sure how many modules the brain network
specifically includes. The parameter K , which represents the
number of modules, determines the number of columns in
the module assignment matrix Z . The matrix Z with different initialized columns will result in different estimated
sparse FC results. Since we hypothesize that the number
of human brain modules should be generally consistent,
especially in a resting state without performing any cognitive tasks, so K is a preset parameter to be applied to all
subjects in the experiment. Based on the above discussion,
we calculated the prediction results with setting different K
values. Fig. 5 shows the results, where r is the correlation
coefficient between the actual and the predicted, and p
determined the statistical significance by permuting the
class labels and computing the correlation coefficient 1000
times. As shown in the results, the optimal predictive result
was obtained when the number of modules was five, which
indicates that maybe the number of real brain modules is
five. So the results under five modules will be further used
for discussion and display.
As Pearson correlation is the most widely used method,
the FC estimated by the Pearson correlation method was
also used for predicting. The model performance was quantified by the correlation coefficient between predicted and
actual scores of subjects. Fig. 6 (a) shows the results of the
competitive models. The results show that the proposed
measure has the best performance in predicting the levels
of depressive severity is r = 0.4201 (p < 0.001, permutation test), which demonstrates that the sparse overlapping
modularized prior helps to improve the diagnosis.
After the training procedure of the model was accom-
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plished, the features with the best predictive performance
were considered to be the most credible for predicting
significant markers. As SOM method achieved the best
performance, the top 15% contributing elements identified
by the method were selected for display in Fig. 6 (b).
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significant age or gender difference between MDD patients
and HC (gender: p=0.972, chi-squared test; age: p= 0.87, ttest). For HC, the same condition used to estimate FC in
the depression processing workflow was reused. We then
gathered statistics on the assignment results of each ROI
by all the module assignment matrix Z from MDD and
HC respectively. The result is shown in Fig. 8. The upper
green bars in the chart indicate the extent to which HC’s
overlap probability exceeded MDD’s. We found that the
right supramarginal gyrus (label: 64), the left angular gyrus
(label: 65) and the left middle temporal gyrus (label: 85) had
significantly weaker overlap in MDD patients than in HC.

Fig. 6. (a) shows the predicted results of the competitive models and
SOM method, r means the correlation coefficient between actual and
predicted, p means the statistical significance of permutation test; (b)
shows the most strongly contributing edges by SOM method. The thickness of each arc denotes the contributing power of the corresponding
connection. The color of each arc is randomly assigned to aid in visualization.

Validation: As an even stronger test of generalizability,
we employed the estimated FC features to another two predictive regression models. In neuroscience fields, the results
of linear models are the easiest to recognize and explain.
Therefore, an ordinary linear regression (LR) model and a
linear support vector regression (L-SVR) model were also
used to test the stabilization of the proposed SOM method.
We examined the prediction performance across different
regression models. Fig. 7 shows the results.
Difference in overlap probability: Additionally, we can
obtain the situation which modules that each ROI belongs
to from the learned optimal module assignment matrix Z. In
order to find the difference of overlap probability between
MDD patients and HC, the overlapping probabilities of each
ROI for the HC were also computed. Notably, there was no

4

DISCUSSION

In this study, we presented a graph construction model to
estimate FC by integration of sparse overlapping modularized prior. This proposed data-driven approach utilizes
the prior knowledge that is consistent with the inherent
brain function activity pattern to learn a more accurate FC
structure. We first validated the accuracy of the proposed
method using two synthetic experiments, then investigated
the performance of the estimated FC in characterizing the
status of the brain, the better performance can prove more
potential of our method in biomarker discovery of brain
mental disease.
On the self-constructed simulated data, SOM method
was the top performer, which demonstrated that our
method had the greatest ability to estimate sparse overlapping modularized relationship characteristics of fMRI data.
In detail, Although GL and GGL could estimate the outline,
the sparse parts performed worse, this shows that only
the sparse penalty factor is not feasible in estimating the
sparse overlapping modularized structure. LSR introduces
low-rank constraints to maintain modular structure, but the
overlapping modular information still can’t be represented.
Only SOM not only estimated the outline, the sparse part
is also best preserved, which indicates that our method can
better overcome the noise of fMRI and preserve the inherent
connections.
On open simulated data, Although NetSim does not take
the simulation of overlapping modularized features into
account, the proposed method can still maintain higherlevel performance than that of other state-of-the-art methods. The higher performance in general tasks shows that the
proposed SOM method provides a more appropriate way
to construct sparse brain networks. In Sim9, 11, 12, and 13,
GGL achieved the best performance mainly because these
simulated data contain a common input, GGL integrates
the group information, allowing it to preserve the common
information to overcome unusual individual connections.
Furthermore, we applied the estimated FC to identify
depressive severity. As the levels of depression are related
to subtle abnormal changes in the brain function activity,
a more accurate FC can be more sensitive to capture the
subtle abnormal brain function activity changes. The best
predictive performance verified that sparse brain network
constructed by our method may be much closer to the
inherent reality. As shown in the results, the optimal result
was obtained when the number of modules was five. The
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results show that in the case of the current AAL atlas without the cerebellum, the model with five network modules
are more representative of brain functional organization.
Although a previous study used a clustering algorithm and
parcellated the cerebral cortex into seven network modules
based applying the optimal stability to all subjects [30],
our results are not contradictory. Because our data did
not contain a cerebellum network module. Another main
reason is that the proposed algorithmic mechanism allowed
overlap between modules, while previous studies did not,
which, in turn, led to a reduction in the number of modules.
For the model with the best predictive ability, the connectivity features with a nonzero regression weight in the
model can be deemed relevant to depressive severity. In Fig.
6 (b), many FC elements in the right insula make large contributions to depressive severity, which is consistent with
previous studies showing that activity within the insula
was negatively correlated with both depression severity and
somatic symptom severity in depressed subjects during the
interoceptive attention task [38]. Additionally, FC elements
in the calcarine cortex, cuneus and lingual gyrus also made
large contribution mainly because their nodal centrality
significantly decreased [39].

In the validation experiment, as the results of linear
models are the easiest to explain in neuroscience, another
two classical linear regression models were used to examine
the prediction performance. The optimal results are highly
consistent among the predictive regression models, which
demonstrates the superiority of our approach in combining comprehensive information and distinguishing different
brain states effectively.
As the overlapping prior allows free overlap between
each module, a more overlapping situation means that a
node is more likely to be a hub node and play a central
role in the mechanisms of brain function. Through the comparison results, we find that these brain regions that have
significantly reduced overlap in MDD are highly consistent
with the observations reported in previous studies [40],
[41]. For example, [40] used a discriminant analysis based
on resting-state fMRI data and found that the connections
in the supramarginal gyrus and middle temporal gyrus
module were relatively high-contribution modules, which
means that the two ROIs were relatively important nodes.
[41] investigated depression at the brain circuit level and
found that the right supramarginal gyrus was a main component in the risk circuit. [42] used diffusion tensor imaging
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(DTI) to examine whole-brain structural networks, and they
found that the altered medial temporal structural connectivity was an important factor that caused dysfunction of
mood-regulation systems. As FC is constrained by structural
connectivity to a certain extent, our functional results are
consistent with the structural results.

5

CONCLUSION

FC has been widely recognized as a biomarker in the field
of brain research. Motivated by neuroscientists extensive
suggestions that inherent human brain functional activity
structure presents sparse, modular and spatially overlapping with multiple concurrent patterns, to better encode
the biological of physical prior knowledge, we proposed
a graph construction model to estimate FC by integration
of sparse overlapping modularized prior. Experiments on
synthetic data show that the proposed approach can more
accurately estimate the structure of FC network than other state-of-the-art methods. Furthermore, we applied the
estimated FC to identify levels of depressive severity, the
significantly improved predictive results demonstrate that
the proposed approach has higher discriminative power and
more effective than other competitive methods. Moreover,
the overlapping conditions of each brain ROI can also be
learnt by the overlapping prior in a data-driven manner,
which can help to explore the hub ROIs. Our work indicates
that the sparse overlapping modularized prior shows great
potential in biomarker discovery of brain mental disease,
and may provide insights for better understanding the
mechanisms of brain function to move toward a more
biologically meaningful brain connectome.
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